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Survey data are initially presented as a micro file consisting of the necessary sampling design
variables. Then the desired point-estimates as well as the interval estimates can be correctly
computed. If several survey data files are available, and the results are needed for comparison,
a usual way is to look at those estimates and to interpret the results in the best way possible.
If there are a lot of estimates, the comparison may be hard since it is in fact needed to make a
secondary analysis. If the analysis requires multivariate methods, the information loss is
unavoidable. It is good if the loss is as minor as possible. Hence a new methodological
technique, called symbolic data analysis, can be recommendable. It offers an appropriate tool
to smartly aggregate survey micro data, and then to analyze such a symbolic file in order to
summarize the basic estimates. This paper describes the key points of symbolic data and its
analysis and gives a concretization using cross-national survey data, that is, the European
Social Survey (see www.european.socialsurvey.org).

Key words: European Social Survey; bi-dimensional mapping; symbolic clustering; Kohonen
maps; graphics with zoom stars and superimposition.

1. Introduction to the Symbolic Approach

Historically, symbolic analysis is new; its roots are about 20 years old. The 4th EU

research framework program funded its first development; the name of the project was

SODAS (Symbolic Data Analysis Software). In fact, this project did not finalize any

workable software but its outcomes were so promising the 5th program continued its

funding over the years 2001–2004. This ASSO project also performed the first workable

software versions which were symbolized as SODAS. In this paper I have used version 2.5

of the SODAS. The ASSO was led by Professor Monique Fraiteur-Noirhomme from

Namur University. The project had two types of partners, that is, methodologists and

computerists of symbolic analysis on one hand, and official statistics experts on the other.

Statistics Finland (and me) was one of the latter partners. Our role was to use and test

statistical data for symbolic analysis. Naturally, we also presented ideas for developing the

software itself.

The key concepts of symbolic data are the same as those of classical data. We have the

concept of statistical units and that of variables. These two concepts can be similar but

this is not advantageous since in the case of aggregation we lose too much data. If, for

example, we aggregate cross-national micro data to countries, the statistical units are

countries but the variables are single-valued such as totals, averages, medians, ratios and

other quantiles (for each initial variable). It is not clear how to further handle such data
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with a number of this type of variable groups. The symbolic approach is smarter since it

allows constituting variables in five ways:

. Quantitative single: e.g., length (Daniel) ¼ [177]

. Categorical single: e.g., citizenship(Daniel) ¼ [Swede]

. Interval: e.g., age(authors) ¼ [42, 75]

. Categorical multivalued: e.g., citizenship (authors) ¼ [Swede, Finn, Lithuanian,

Estonian, Norwegian, Latvian, Other]

. Modal: e.g., citizenship(authors) ¼ [Swede 40%, Finn 15%, Lithuanian 10%,

Estonian 10%, Norwegian 5%, Latvian 10%, Other 10%].

In this presentation I only use interval and modal variables that can be easily created

from survey micro data for any symbolic object (that is called an aggregate in classic

terminology). The use of these variables is still not automatic, since there are many

alternatives for both:

. As far as a modal variable is concerned, the construction is basically easy, since

the aggregation means computing the relative frequencies (probabilities) over the

categories. Naturally, this requires using survey weights. The SODAS software

has an option for this operation including weighting. If the number of categories is

very large, it is good to collapse some of them before creating the symbolic file.

. Interval variables can be of many more types. Their creation naturally depends of the

targets of the symbolic analysis. It is clear that at least intervals should be different

enough for symbolic objects in order to evaluate similarities or dissimilarities of

objects. I have tried with the following options:

i) Pure minimum vs maximum that is not good in most cases

ii) Confidence interval

iii) Quartile range interval (not good for an ordinal variable that varies, e.g.,

between 0 and 10; this is typical in attitude surveys)

iv) Another quantile interval, not necessarily symmetric if the research target

supports an asymmetric strategy.

v) Mean plus/minus standard deviation (that works with an ordinal variable).

It is good to note that the same initial survey variable can be further used both as a modal

and interval variable. A well-determined modal variable naturally loses less information

than the corresponding interval variable does. On the other hand, there are more modules

in SODAS software for interval variables than for modal ones. The main reason is

obviously that the differences and similarities between intervals are easier to compute.

Figure 1 illustrates these two options. The symbolic variables are from the European

Social Survey (more details in Section 3). The initial five variables are scaled from

0 to 10. These categories are used for modal variables too but interval variables are

constructed using option (v) above. Although it is hard to see details from the Figure

(but these can be measured as well), you can imagine that modal variables distinguish

Swedish gender differences better (to interpret a bit: males give higher scores for

“stfdem” and “stfeco” than females do). However, eleven categories is rather too many

than too little for further SODAS analysis. This is not an issue to examine in details in

this paper, however.
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Now we have thus observed that after the creation of a SODAS file, it is possible to

analyze the data further. The books edited by Bock (1999) and Diday and Fraiteur-

Noirhomme (2008) describe in detail the SODAS methodology, or, to be more precise, the

methodological modules of it.
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Fig. 1. Five initial ESS variables in the two symbolic formats, interval variables above and modal variables

below. There are both Swedish females and males in these Figures
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2. SODAS Software Briefly

The software used is from 2004 but new versions are expected or the same ideas will be

developed for another platform (one already available is SYROKKO, see http://www.

syrokko.com/). The SODAS is fairly user-friendly if a user has an appropriate symbolic

file. Such a file can be imported without much of problems using a so-called native

creation tool but in this case a user has to compute the variable values him/herself using

another piece of software. The SODAS also creates a symbolic file from the ACCESS data

file that I have used, but before that I have computed by means of SAS the intervals that I

want to use in my analysis. The SODAS fortunately computes modal variables from the

initial survey file easily.

Figure 2 illustrates the layout of the SODAS. The symbolic file is

COUNTRY_AGE.SDS, that is the one used in the analysis presented in this paper.

After the file has been selected a user selects one module after the other. In the operation of

each module, he/she needs to choose its parameters and then run it. The outcome will be

soon available unless unexpected errors occur. The outcomes are easily opened and

interpreted, and maybe new attempts will have to be made with the same module or with

another module.

3. European Social Survey Data Files for SODAS

To the best of my knowledge symbolic data analysis has not been used in other Nordic or

Baltic counties than in Finland where I have used it several times, especially in some

Statistics Finland internal studies. Also, the Finnish PISA 2006 group (under the

University of Helsinki) has exploited this methodology for summarizing certain cross-

national PISA results. These results, mainly in graphical form, are available globally

(Hautamäki et al. 2008, Chapter 8).

Fig. 2. View of the SODAS 2.5 software. Three different methods are applied in this window. Seven clustering

methods are seen on the left menu; one of these ¼ SCLASS has been used. The outcomes of the methods are on

the right (e.g., VTREE for SCLASS shows a SODAS tree in a graphical form)
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In this paper, I concentrate on some interesting variables of the European Social Survey

(ESS), whose data are public for all researchers. There are several reasons why I have been

interested in these data.

One is that I have been for seven years a member of the sampling expert panel that tries

to help national surveyors to organize their samples in the best possible way conditional to

available funding and national practice. Our work (see also Lynn et al. 2007) has been so

successful that in my view the ESS samples are best amongst multinational household

surveys. They follow probability principles, and the fieldwork control is rather strict.

The ESS also offers a nice variety of exciting topics relating to attitudes, views and facts

of 15 þ years old residents of each participating country. The survey has been conducted

every two years. Currently, the data from 32 countries are available from at least one year.

Many countries such as Sweden, Norway, Denmark, and Finland have participated every

time, that is, four times. Estonia’s data are available from three rounds but Latvia’s and

Iceland’s data only from one round.

In this paper, my interest is in two matters:

i) Opinions of residents concerning some current political topics are analyzed by

means of the following six variables:

– income_gov ¼ Government should reduce differences in income levels

– income_gen ¼ Social benefits/services lead to a more equal society

– living_gen ¼ For a fair society, differences in standard of living should be small

– health_gov ¼ Health care for the sick, government responsibility

– olds_gov ¼ Standard of living for the old, government responsibility

– tax-gov ¼ Government should increase taxes and social spending

All these have been measured from 0 to 100 at the micro level (0 ¼ completely

disagree, 100 ¼ completely agree). Interval symbolic variables were used and these

were formed using mean minus/plus standard deviations.

The symbolic objects in this case are formed on the basis of cross-classification by

country and two age groups; the latter so that Young means below 50 years old, and

Old above 50 years old, respectively. The symbolic objects are labeled as follows:

BE_Old (Old Belgians), BE_Young (Young Belgians), BG_Old (Old Bulgarians),

: : : and SK_Young (Young Slovakians). The number of objects is 36.

ii) People’s life values. These are measured with 21 survey questions that I have merged

into four dimensions using exploratory factor analysis. I have symbolized these

dimensions as follows: tradition (traditions and rules etc are important), equality

(equality of people and fairness etc are important), success (success, riches etc are

important) and enjoyment (enjoyment, adventures etc. are important). I have created

the symbolic variables from initial factors so that the interval is (mean minus

standard deviation, mean plus standard deviation).

I made the first analysis using 64 symbolic objects, that is, based the analysis on the cross-

classification of country and gender. This analysis did not show very large gender

differences. In only a few countries were the life values clearly (but not very clearly)

different between males and females. An example is Poland whose difference is shown

in Figure 3; the corresponding difference in Sweden is more minor, as seen in the same
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Figure. You see, for example, that the value enjoyment is rather clearly more important

for Polish males than for females. This is not true in Sweden, where these values are about

equal, but, in contrast, Swedish females are more in favor of equality than males.

4. Multivariate Symbolic Analysis: Examples

Symbolic data are usually first seen in terms of basic statistics and graphics. Zoom stars or

their multiversions (superimposition in the case of SODAS concepts) are first used and

ideas for further analysis found. Figures 1 and 2 are examples of these. Also other

descriptive statistics can be exploited, basically similarly as in classic data analysis but

naturally taking into account the symbolic nature of the values.

Figure 4 presents an example of frequencies of interval variables over 36 symbolic

objects. It can be seen that the variation of the variables health_gov and olds_gov is small

compared to that of the four other variables. Thus most people very strongly believe that

health care and a decent standard of living for the old are the government’s responsibility.

The Figure shows how the views of older people in Sweden differ from those of Russia

(the figure in parenthesis is the length of the interval, that two standard deviations).

Next, I present results from some other SODAS modules. The first results continue to

be from the same data as in Figure 3.

4.1. Symbolic Kohonen Maps

This methodology, developed by Bock (see Diday and Fraiteur-Noirhomme 2008,

Chapter 12), is a clustering technique in SODAS. It forms a two-dimensional map such as

a user wants, that is, with the desired number of rows and columns. I do not go into detail

but present two illustrations. Table 1 gives 9 clusters and the symbolic objects for each.

These clusters should be fairly homogeneous in respect of the six political variables

in question.
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Fig. 3. Zoom stars for life values in the ESS for Poland and Sweden by gender (green ¼ males,

red ¼ females). In a non-colored version you can distinguish the genders e.g., so that “success” is more

important for males than for females in both countries, whereas “equality” is more important for females
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We see, among other things, that in seven countries, young and old people are in the

same cluster, that is, their opinions about the political issues in question are not very

different. Denmark, France, Finland, Germany, Slovenia, Poland and the UK are these

countries. By contrast, for instance Sweden is different. I illustrate the profile of Sweden
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Fig. 4. Frequencies of six symbolic variables of ESS data (i). Locations for Swedish and Russian 50þ years old

(SE_Old and RU_Old) are presented too

Table 1. Kohonen 3 £ 3 map for the six ESS Round four variables

List of symbolic objects in each cluster

1 £ 1 1 £ 2 1 £ 3
BE_Old BE_Young BG_Old
FR_Old DK_Old ES_Old
FR_Young DK_Young PT_Old
NO_Old EE_Young PT_Young

GB_Old RU_Old
GB_Young SI_Old
NO_Young SI_Young
SE_Young

2 £ 1 2 £ 2 2 £ 3
BG_Young CH_Old CH_Young
EE_Old SK_Young
PL_Old
PL_Young
RU_Young

3 £ 1 3 £ 2 3 £ 3
CY_Old CY_Young DE_Old
ES_Young FI_Old DE_Young

FI_Young
SE_Old
SK_Old
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by zoom star I Figure 5. This shows that old Swedes more strongly consider than young

Swedes do that the government should attempt to decrease the income differences, should

take care of old people and should increase taxes for maintaining social benefits.

Equality in income differences is more important for young Swedes, instead.

The Kohonen clusters can be considered also as scatter plots for selected variables.

Figure 6 is one example that clearly shows how different are those two clusters. Old and

young Germans are in the same cluster prototype (3 £ 3). Their rectangle is horizontally

SE_Old

SE_Young
Olds_gov Tax_gov

Income_gov

Income_genLiving_gen

Health_gov

Fig. 5. Zoom star superimposition for young and old Swedes. In a non-colored version you can distinguish the

groups e.g., so that “tax_gov” and “income_gov” are higher for old Swedes (SE_Old) than for young Swedes

(SE_Young)
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Finns, old Swedes, old Slovakians, young Cyprusians

Fig. 6. Scatter plot for clusters 3 £ 3 (Germans) and 3 £ 2 for the variables olds_gov and income_gen
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larger than that of the other cluster (3 £ 2). Thus their opinions vary clearly concerning

the variable olds_gov. Many Germans do not agree that government should assume

responsibility for old people’s living conditions. The corresponding minimum is much

higher in the other cluster where old Swedes are situated, for example. By contrast, the

latter cluster is less in favor of equalizing social benefits.

4.2. Unsupervised Classification Tree

The Kohonen map is not the only clustering module. Divisive classification, unsupervised

classification tree and hierarchical and pyramidal clustering are the other options. I here

illustrate unsupervised tree. A user can in this case, for instance, give a minimum size to

split a node. Then the program examines which variable most explains the variation

between symbolic objects, and after that it finds the cut value to divide the symbolic

objects into two clusters or nodes. It continues with both object groups, similarly

examining which variable is most explanatory within the two remaining clusters and then

divides the corresponding clusters into the two new clusters, and continues until the

stopping criterion has been reached.

Figure 7 uses the same data as Figures 5 and 6 do. Since the whole tree is rather big, I

have reduced it by selected those nodes that include young and old Swedes. The best

explanatory variable is here tax_gov that cannot be seen in the figure. Later, on the left-

hand side of the tree, there are the variables living_gen, income_gen and income_gov

which move for example old Swedes into the same cluster as old Brits. By contrast, young

Number of SO: 6
Cut variable:  income_gov
Cut value: 66.253624

Number of SO: 10
Cut variable:  income_gen
Cut value: 65.549376

Number of SO: 9
Cut variable:  income_gen
Cut value: 57.619724

Number of SO: 7
Cut variable:  income_gov
Cut value: 53.796850

Number of SO: 2
FR_Old
SE_Young

Number of SO: 2
GB_Old
SE_Old

Number of SO: 5
BE_Old
CH_Old
DE_Young
EE_Old
GB_Young

Number of SO: 1
FR_Young

Number of SO: 3
DE_Old
PL_Old
SK_Old

Number of SO: 3
PT_Young
SI_Old
SI_Young

Fig. 7. Part of an unsupervised classification tree representing current political variables
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Swedes seem to have a view similar to that of old French people. Old Finns and Danes are

rather far from these symbolic objects. They formed their own cluster very early, in the

first stage, since they very much expect government to increase taxes in order to keep

social benefits at a good level.

4.3. Dissimilarities Between Symbolic Objects

SODAS has a module that first computes the dissimilarity matrix using either interval or

modal variables. This operation cannot be performed for mixed variables since otherwise

there should be a common instrument to determine these dissimilarities. In this case,

I made this for the interval value variables. Each dissimilarity is a type of average of all

dissimilarities of all variables.

The dissimilarity matrix resembles the correlation matrix but in this case the diagonal

values are equal to zero and the others are more or less positive. Both the rows and the

columns of the matrix consist of symbolic objects, that is, 32 ESS countries in my

example. Each value can naturally be looked at separately but it is usually not illustrative.

SODAS offers some graphical tools. I next present two of these.

Figure 8 is a general illustration that is hard in detail to analyze, but certain basics can be

easily found. In particular, the size of the pie depends on the average dissimilarity from

the other 31 countries. The largest size is the one for Romania. The size is rather large for

Poland, Ukraine and Hungary, too. By contrast, small size countries are, for example,

the UK, Germany, Portugal, Luxemburg and Ireland. It means that people’s life values in

these countries are somewhere in the middle.

Austria

Estonia Spain Finland France Britain Greece Hungary Ireland

PolandNorwayNetherlandsLatviaLuxembourgItalyIcelandIsrael

Portugal Romania Russia Sweden Slovenia Slovakia Turkey Ukraine

Belgium Bulgaria Switzerland Cyprus

Pies chart

Czech Germany Denmark

Fig. 8. Pies chart constructed from the dissimilarity matrix of 32 countries on values
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Dissimilarities can also further analyzed using standard principal components. Figure 9

presents the results as a bi-dimensional map, which is the term of the SODAS for this

methodology. This graphics was used also in our PISA report (Hautamäki et al. 2008). Our

university PISA group was very happy about this type of a summary illustration of certain

PISA country results. I think that you understand this from looking at Figure 9.

A reader can easily see how far each country is from another country. We see that

people’s values in Finland are not very close to those of the other Nordic countries.

For example, the UK, Germany and also Portugal are nearer neighbors for Finland in this

map. In contrast, Sweden, Iceland and Denmark are in the same area and, a bit

surprisingly, together with Turkey, Israel, and Slovenia. Norway is rather far from the

other Nordic countries too, Italy and Czech Republic are fairly close to it.

Some countries are fairly far from the center countries and this map recognizes the same

countries as Figure 8 does, that is, Romania, Hungary, Poland, and Ukraine.

Figures 8 and 9 give a general summary of values but these do not tell about details.

It is naturally possible to look at what types the values are in the different map areas.

Figures 10 and 11 are two examples. We see that values are really different in Hungary vs

Romania on the one hand, and in Finland vs Russia, on the other. Hungarians and

Romanians are fairly close to each other only in tradition. Finns and Russians are similar

only in maximums of the variable enjoyment. Its minimum is however clearly lower for

Russians. To succeed in life seems to be extremely important for Russians whereas it is

unimportant for Finns.
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Fig. 9. Bi-dimensional value map of the 32 European countries in 2002–2009
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TraditionSuccess

Hungary
Romania

Fig. 10. Zoom star superimposition for Hungary (upper-left on the map of Figure 9) and Romania (upper-right).

In a non-colored version you can distinguish the countries e.g., so that “success” for Romania is much higher

than for Hungary
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Fig. 11. Zoom star superimposition for Finland (lower-left on the map of Figure 9) and Russia (upper-right).

In a non-colored version you can distinguish the countries e.g., so that “success” for Russia is much higher than

for Finland
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5. Conclusion

This paper is an introduction to symbolic data analysis. This analysis is much better than

classic analysis in which the aggregation from micro units loses much more information.

Of course, classic analysis can be made more broadly but further graphics and multivariate

summarization are hard to do. The symbolic approach is fairly new and hence good

software tools are not generally available, unfortunately. It is clear, however, that this

methodology family will more and more exploited in future since it offers a smart

aggregation strategy for survey and other micro data.

I have given several examples in this paper of using symbolic methodology. All are

from the European Social Survey (ESS). I think that these should cause you to look

forward to using this approach. The current graphics of the SODAS is already illustrative

but it should of course be further developed, like everything else in this area.

I believe that my results are exciting from the subject-matter point of view, too.

For example, we see that we have somewhat similar life values in the Nordic countries

but these are not situated in the same area of the map of the 32 European countries. Italy is

closest to Norway, Germany and Luxemburg to Finland, but Denmark, Israel and Turkey

to Sweden.
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